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1. REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN' informed the Executive. Board that the President and & 

delegatiorPf members of the Swiss Federal Council were visiting the Palais des 

Nations to see the proposed sj.te for the new building for WHO. The Federal 

Council would be voting shortly on the Swiss Government's most generous offer 

of 3,000,000 Sw. Fr, towards the cost of this building. It was hoped that 

the President and the committee would be present for part of the present 

meeting of the Executive Board.-

2 ' EXPERT ССШ1ТТЕЕ ON ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION \ REPORT ON THE- FIRST SESSION l 

ITEM 35 OF THE Ш Ш (Documont EB5/18) 

The CHAIRMAN said that this report would be of interest to the International 

Labour Organizatic® a n d that he would ask' the official representative of that 

organisation t o comment, if he. so mshèd. 

Dr. DÛJARRIC de la RIVIERE, alternats to Professor Pari.sot, after congratu-
* 

lating the authors of the rsport, said that he wished to raise several points. 

îhe question of sewage and. waste from towns had been treated only from the 

. . .• • _ _ 
engineering aspeçt, isdilch was relatively simple; the more difficult hygiènic 

and bacteriological treatment of. the question of factory waste had, not been 

mentioned. There should have been some mention of the effect of noise on 
• y • 

public health. In referring to nations which haci made great advances in 

environmental sanitation, the only examples quoted were the United Kingdom and 

•‘ y ‘ 

the United States3 Aereas he felt that there were several others. In paragraph 

( Ü ) it was a rather dangerous generalization to assume that water was often 

of a pure and wholesome charaster since a great deal of disease was spread by-

faulty water supplies. Regarding the training of professional personnel 

he felt that no h/gienist could work in a town unless in close collaboration 

•with the sanitary engineer and that i t should be noted in the records that 
great stress must be placed o© the thorough training of sanitary engineers, 



Finally, with reference to section 4 ,3 .2 , he thought that the development of 

techniques for the eradication of cholera should properly be left to the 

appropriate expert comndttee. 

Dr. GRUT^ -representative of ILO , congratulated the authors of the report. 

He felt, however, that in the case of two of the sections, 3.5 and 3 ,6 , he 
» ‘ . 

ahould draw attention to the fact that the Industrial Hygiene Section of ILO 

had occupied itself for the past 30 years -with every single item of the- risks . 

mentioned under, the heading of occupational hygiene and had issued several 

publications on those subjects. He dçubted whether it would be necessary for 

1H0 to embark upon activities identical with those of the' Industrial Hygiene 

Section of ILO. The latter was anxious.to collaborate fully in these matters 

and the report showed that such collaboration was already envisaged, but he 

suggested that the discussion on the points he had mentioned should, be referred 

to the Joint ILO ДНО Expert Coramittee on Occupational Hygiene* 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL e^lained that the report had been produced after Ше 

first meeting of toe Conradttee on Environmental Sanitation and therefore 

necessarily covered a general view of the whole subject. It was well known 

that ÏL0 had done a considerable amount of work on the specific points which had 

been raised and he quite agreed that there was no reason for WHO to concern 
• • . 

itself with those aspects of environmental sanitation. He therefore proposed 
* • 

that the suggestion of Dr； Grut on this matter be adopted. 

alternate to Professor De Laet, said 

•Dr. van den BERG,/ ，that in all questions of environmental sanitation 

thero was always a. danger that the регзопз dealing with the technical side 

would attempt to cover too much ground. The two points which had been raised 

were examples of cases vrtiere this had occurred since in both instances 

envir^iuaciital sanitation was a contributing, but not ttie main factor. He also 

wished to reiterate his previous remarks regarding advice given by expert 



committees on organizational problems of ШЮ, In section 5 of the report he 

felt it was the concern of the Organization to determine whether it would be 

necessary to set up regional committees on environmental sanitation. 

3. WELCOME BÏ THE CHAIRMAN ID THE PRESIDENT AND A DELEGATIOiOF MEMBERS OF 
THE SWISS FEDERAL COUNCIL 八 

The CHAIRWiN welcomed the President and the delegation of members of the 

Swiss Federal Council on their arrival at the meeting of the Executive B o a r d . . 

He expressed the appreciation of the Board and the Organization for all that the 

Swiss Government had done in facilitating the installation of the Organization in 

Geneva, He felt that when the decision had been taken to make Geneva the Head-

quarters of WHO this had not been accidental but had partly been based on the fact 

that there was a great deal in qommon between the ideals of the Organization and 

those of Switzerland, which had done so much, for humanity in the past 25 years. 

He hoped that Ш 0 would soon be permanently installed in Geneva and he thanked the 

President for the generous financial offer which had been made by his Government. 

4. EXPERT С-ЗЗЧ1ТТ.ЕЕ Olí ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION, RSPORT ON THE FIRST SESSION-
IÏEM 35 OF THE AGENDA.(D>í-ament EB5/18) (Continuation) ‘ 

Dr* de PAULA SOUZA expressed his appreciation of the report. He was 

particularly interested in section 3 . 2 , on the training of professional personnel. 

This was a subject of the utmost importance, since it vías only in recent years 

that it had been realized that environmental sanitation was only of use when it was 

carried out under the close collaboration of the sanitary engineer and the medical 

profession. In his c m country, an institute had recently given courses on bio-

logy and bacteriology to trained sanitary engineers with the result that those 

engineers now had a far clearer appreciation of the problems of environmental 

sanitation from the medical point of view. He was glad that the report-stressed 

the importance of this type of training and of close collaboration between doctors 

and sanitary engineers. 



D r» STAMPAR praised the report but felt that the composition of the expert 

coimnittoe might have been more, evenly divided between public-health medical 

administrators and sanitary engineers. He thought that the subject of profes-

sionál training was most important and that the Organization should establish 

Chairs and training courses in environmental sanitation. It might even be 

advisable to establish undergraduate training in many countries. -In his own 

country, undergraduate training in sanitary engineering was given in public-health 

schools. In addition, he felt that more attention should be paid to rural 

hygiene since the problems in this field were considerably different ft-om thcsé of 

• • i . 1 

urban hygiene. He agreed with previous speakers that collaboration between sanl-

tary engineers and the medical profession was a prerequisite of satisfactory-

environmental sanitation. 

Dr- MILLER, Assistant Director, Division of Organization of Public Health 

Services, in reply to Dr. van den Berg, said that it was envisaged that a 

regional advisory •committee on environmental sanitation would be set up to advise 

regioml offices. It was not intended that WHO would set up expert committees on 
. � ‘ 

a regional basis. 

With reference to a point raised by Dr. Starapar, he pointed out that tvro of 

the members of the expert committee were doctors and four of them public-health 

engineers. It was anticipated that the cominittee would be extended, at i讣 next 

meeting, to include a wider representation in the field of environmental Sanitation 

HANSON, adviser to Dr. Hyde, said that knowledge in regard to sanitation 

was far ahead of its practical application - for instance, three卞2rters of the 

world丨s population was estimated to be drinking unsafe water, find this subject 

merited further analysis, because of its important contribution to health агЦ: 
1 > 

economic development. 



..Environmental sanitation should be pressed vigorously as a priority programma 

‘ 

of тао. . There was probably some confusion betweên the statements in paragraphs 

3 . 4 (page 20) and 3 . 6 (page 21 ) , owing to the stress laid in the former paragraph 

concerning the joint participation of IIO, while paragraph 3 . 6 was broader in 

•scope and not limited strictl/ to industrial accidents. In jais opinion, greater 

attention shculd be paid to home accidents, an important cause of death in many-

countries , a n d a matter which might appropriately be undertaken by health 

‘departments. 

He endorsed Dr，Stair-par's coiraTients abcut ..the need, for greater attention 

to be paid to sanitation in rural areas. 

The DIRECTOR-GENbil/lL explained that the reference of the two paragraphs in the 

report to the joint conuráttee did not mean that Ш 0 would lose all interest in the 

matter. . It might well Ъе that the whole problem of accident prevention would be 

referred back to WHO with a view to advisers being provided to collaborate with 

H O . It was necessary for the Organization to review all its activities tc 

ascertain what responsibilities in the field of health сould be assumed by other 

bodiesj. he was sure that the co-operation of public-health officials could be 

relied upon to back up that attitude. 

Dr. MAGKEKZIE, while not wishing to -criticize the report in any ш у , believed 

that the. engineering side wss out "of balance, and he was not convinced that all 

the recoiKinendstions were applicable to the backward areas of the world. 

He made two specific points» (1) The question cf the development of 

prrocedure for the . sanitary certification of seaports and airports overlapped 

with the work already undi-rtaken by the Expert Committee cn International 

Epideiriclogj'- -and Quarantine. 
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(2) ДЪundent data vere available in regard, to tbe enormous number of lives lost, 

particularly in homes and. farms. While there was no need to set up an. expert committee 

on the subject> it was essential to bring the facts to the notice of governments. His 

Government vould later submit a paper on the question to the Health Assembly suggest-. 

ing that it should be circulated to governments； the problem was greater than was 

ordinarily realized. He asked the Director-General to suggest what useful action could 

be taken on the report of the Expert Committee, 

The CHAIRMAN was of the opinion that the report of the Expert Committee on 

Environmental Sanitation should be dealt with in the same way as that of the Expert 

Committee on Malaria discussed oil the previous day. The Board should, note the recommend-

ations and submit the report to the Health Assembly together with a resolution and a 

memorandum on the points stressed. Ъу the Executive Board. The draft resolution might 

be amended to read: 

"The Executive Board. 

NOTES the report of the Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation, and 

AUTHORIZES its publication. 

INVITES the Director-General to (1) refer the question of occupational 

‘ hygiens and reduction of accidents to the Joint ULO/WHO Expert Committee on 

‘ Occupat ional Hygiene and. (2) draw the attention of Member States to certain of 

the specific points mentioned in the memorandum attached thereto". 

Dr GEAR said that under the Constitution； the Board haâ. considerable responsibility 

in deciding the procedure to be adopted in regard to the reports of expert committees, 

and. their integration into the WHO programme. Consideration would have to be given to 

the methods of constitution of expert committees, their terms of reference, composition 

and so forth. 

The CHAIBMAN said, that the basic problem referred to by Dr. Gear would be the 

subject of a special item on the agenda and separately discussed. 

The meeting adjourned at 11.a.m. to enable the Executive Board to meet the 

President and committ'ee of members of the Sviss Federal council^ resuming at 12 noon. 
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Dr. GEAR suggested the following points for inclusion in the memorandtun to be 

submitted by the Executive Board, certain of which had already been raised by-

previous speakers: 
¥ 

Page b} paragraph 1,5 - The Board should endorse the enumeration of the five 

special communities to be specially considered .in connexion with problems of 

. . ‘ , sanitation . He regretted that the expert committee had not urged the 

importance of research being undertaken in the last three groups mentioned, 

viz. (a) scattered rural communities (b) specialized industrial communities 

and (c) new colonies, as of migration, refugaes and labour forces. 

Page 7f paragraph 1 .8 - Public health administrations required more guidance, 

in ensuring the safe us© of sewage for agricultural purposes. The Board 

should note the important principle of local responsibility emphasized by the 

expert committee. 

. ？ 啼 1 0 -'The wording at the beginning of the page was not a happy effort, in 

particular, the sentence "by the creation of FAO and UNESCO, the United. 

Nations has. taken such steps as it can to ensure that ill results do not 

follow from sanitation work". 

-Page 11, second paragraph ~ The exact meaning of. the words "public health 

engineer" was not clear and therefore the last sentence in the paragraph 

referring to the need of a sanitary engineer to plead with bacteriologists 

...and epidemiologists might lead to some controversy. 

Page 11, third paragraph - The sentence "in the absence of a strong 

professional sanitary engineeilng unit" was not applicable tô all countries, 

. 工 1 ， l a s t paragraph 一 The sentence "where funds and resources are limited, 

the public health engineering.organization can indicate priorities" was not 

altogether satisfactory since in.many countries public health authorities were 
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responsible for indicating priorities. 

Pages 12 and 13 might give rise to misunderstanding in some countries where 

the greatest need was for auxiliaiyworkers rather .than for highly-trained 

specialists. 

Page 11, first paragraph ~ The report might give the impression that the 

international certification of seaports and airports was a simple problem, 

whereas it was connected with the obstruction of international trade and 

travel and other factors. 

Page 17j 3,3«2 - The statement about the sanitation of common carriers was not 

applicable to all countries。 

Page 23 - The penultimate paragraph was a serious statement which required 

painstaking study. The cornnients of the Board should cover the political and 

other implications of the suggestion that responsibility for environmental 

sanitation should be bora© primarily by industry and shared, if necessary, by 

the government. 

The Board should draw attention to the fact that economic and 

industrial problems were linked with the suggestion in the last sentence that 

"WHO can help to procure supplies of materialss equipment, or capital goods, 

and help to establish factories for the production of essential materials such 

as pipe》 cement， pumps, chlorine^ disinfection apparatus". 

Page 24， penultimate paragraph - It was open to question whether WHO could co~ 

operate in the compilation of the financial procedures referred to. 

Page 33, first paragraph - The general principles governing the constitution 

of e3çert committees should be borne in mind in connexion with the suggestion 

that a panel of corresponding members for environmental sanitation bhould be 

set up= 



The CHAIRMAN remarked that the Executive Board could obviously not. take 

the responsibility of endorsing all the recommendations contained in the report. 

He suggested that the Secretariat should prepare a memorándum containing all the 

salient points raised as a basis for the expression of the corporate views of 

the Executive Board. ‘ 

Decision: The draft resolution, as amended by the Chairman, was adopted, 

on the understanding that the Secretariat would prepare a draft memorandum 

.to be considered by the Executive Board at a later stage in its proceedings, 
• * 

5. ÏELLOW-FbVi-R PANEL'；" REPORT ON THE FIRST SESSION; ITJÍ 38 . 2 . 1 Of-.THE AGENDA 

(Document EB5/70) . . . ' . ' 

alternate to Dr. Mackenzie 
Dr* RAEyèaid that the report one of the most practical and realistic 

• ‘ 

documents he had ever read. It allowed clearly the present situation of the campaign 

against yellow fever. People in тацу parts of the world were effectively protected' 

against yellow fever but the report was perfectOy correct in stressing -the differ-
• « 4 

enees between protection in South America and in Africa. №ere -mas no danger of the 

disease being exported f r o m ^ S o u t i i ^ e ^ c a ^ t ^ o r m e r l y one of the signs of an epidemic 

of yellow fever in Africa had been the contracting of the disease by an expatriate. 

Such persons тдаеге now protected and the fever often occurred in a mild form 

unrecogniesd in Africa. In particular, in recant tests, it had been shown that in 

a town -which had had no outbreaks of fever for 25' years, children under the age 

cf ei^it were proved to have had a mild form of. the fever. The report stated 

ri^itly that, if application was made for removing a town from ttie list of endemic 

areas, the Aedes index must be reduced to 1% or less. A very important part of the 

control of yellow fever in Africa was the delineation of endemic areas. The • . 

northern boundary was easily defined but there were great difficulties in determining 

the southern boundary. This was particularly the case nowadays since, as a result 

of the modern scratch-vaccination of large numbers of people, i t was difficult to 



determine vdiether immunity was genuine or the result of vaccination. He was glad 

to note that the validity of the international certificate of inoculation' had 

now been prolonged to six years. He hoped that in view, of the effective protection 

Trfiicb could now be afforded there would not be a tendency to minimize the • 

seriousness of the disease. 

Dr. STUART》 Secretariat ^ said that OIHP was prepared to .offer 8,000,000 

Fr.:.frs.to assist rësearch in the delineation of the southern boundaiy of endemic 

a^eas. 

Dr. GEAR agreed ?.iti: the remarks of Dr. Rae, but felt that the barrier 

* 

method of quarantine control as quoted in section 2„3 .1 of the report, and in 

particular the obligation to carry valid medical certificates,'presented serious 

disadvantages in view of the possible embarrassment to trade and travel. 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that this point could be raised again under 

item 38 .1 of the Agenda. 

. D r . , ™ E a s k e d ^or an opportunity under item 18 of the agenda to discuss 

the entire question of setting up expert committees. His request was agreed to. 

Dr, VAUCEL, adviser to Professor Paüsot) expressed great satisfaction with . 

让 e report. He pointed out that yellow fever could no longer be called the scourge 

of the tropics since it was the best controlled of all tropical diseases, An 

outbreak of fever outside its .endemic zone could easily be controlled and there 

were very few cases even in the endemic zones. It m i ^ t on these grounds be 

possible to relax.those protective measures which were barriers to international 

traffic. He stressed the great need' for vaccination in endemic regions and said., 

that in French overseas territories over 20 million people had been vaccinated 

already „ 

•
•
t
 

/

 Í
 



Dr, de рдиьл SOUZA thought that the yellow fever panel should be 

particularly congratulated on its differentiation between the four types of 

fever zones, This -would be of great assistance in the delineation of fever 

areas and would permit the introduction of less restrictive quarantine measures.-

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the draft resolution in docmnent SB5/70 'sbould be 

adopted, on the understanding that Dr. Gear and Dr. I^de would raise certain 

relevant points under other items of the Agenda. This was agreed. 

6. APPOINTMENT OF ACTING RAPPORTEUR 

The CHAIRMAN requested D r . Villar ama to act as Rapporteur in view of the 

absence of Dr, Nasif Bey. 

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m. 
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1. REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN informed the Executive Board that the President and a 

committee of members of the Sviss Federal Council were visiting the Palais des 

Nations to see the proposed site for the new building for WHO. The Federal 

Council TOuld be voting shortly on the Swiss Government's most generous offer 

of 3,000,000 Sw, Fr. towards the cost of this building. It was hoped that 

the President and the committee would be present for part of the present 

meeting of the Executive Board, 

2. RETORT OF THE EXPERT COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION^ FIRST SESSION, 

12-17 SEPTEMBER 1949; Item 35 of the Agenda. (Document EB5/18) 

The .CHAIRMAN said that this report would be of interest to the International 

Labour Organization and that he irould ask the official representative of that 

organization to comment, i f he so -wished. 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE, alternate to Professor Parisot, after congratu-

lating the authors of the report, said that he vdshed to raise several points. 

The question of sewage and waste from towns had been treated only from the 

engineering aspect, nvhich was relatively simplej the more difficult hygienic 

and bacteriological treatment of the question of factory waste had not been 

mentioned. There should have been some mention of the effect of noise on 

public health. In referring to nations which had made great advances in 

environmental sanitation, the only examples quoted тгеге the United Kingdom and 

the United States ,他ereas he felt that there were several others. In paragraph 

l . e ( i i ) it was a rather dangerous generalization to assume that water was often 

of a pure and wholesome character since a ^roat deal of disease was spread by-

faulty water supplies. Regarding the training of professional personnel 

he felt that no h,::,'.gienist could work in a town" unless in close collaboration 

with the sanitary engineer and that i t should be noted in the records that 

great stress must be placed on the thorough training of sanitary engineers. 
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Finally, with reference to section 4 , 3 . 2 , he thought that the development of 

techniques for the eradication of cholera should properly be left to the 

appropriate expert committee. 

Dr- G R U T (representative of ILO) , congratulated the authc rs of the report. 
. ‘ < 

E o f e l t i however, that in the case of two of the sections, 3,5 and 3.6j ho 

should draw attention to the fact that the Industrial Hygiene Section of ITл 

had occupied itself for the past 30 years with every single item of the risks 

mentioned under the heading of occupational hygione and had issued several 

publications on those subjects。 He doubted whether it would be necessary for 

® 1 0 t 0 e m b a r k upon activities identical with those of the Industrial Hygiene 

G f ; C t i o n o f I L 0 。 Ths latter was anxious to collaborate fully in these matters 

and. the report showed that such collaboration was already envisaged, but he 

suggested that the discussion on the points he had mentioned should be referred 

t o t h & Joint Expert Committee on Occupational Hygiene. 

• T h e DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained.that the report had been produced after the 

first meeting of the Committee on Environmental Sfnitatióñ and therefore 

necessarily .covered a general view of the whole subject. It was weli known 

"that ILO had done a considerable amount of work on the specific points which hel 

been raised and he quite agreed that there was no reason for WHO to concern 

itself with those aspects of envirenmonial sanitation. He therefore proposed 

that, tho suggestion of Dr. Grut on this matter be adopted. , 

D r ' v a n d e n B E R G s a i ( i that in all questions of environmental sanitation 

thero was always a danger that the persons dealing with the technical side 

wculd attempt to cover.too much ground, The two points which had been raised 

were examples of cases where this had ’occurred since in both instances 

environmental sanitation was a contributing, but not the main factor, He also 

•wished to reiterate his previous remarks regarding advice given by expert 



committees on organizational problems of WHO, In section 5 of the report he 

felt it was the concern of the Organization to determine whether it would bo 
* 

necessary to set up regional committees on environmental sanitation* 

3 . 狐 C O M E BY ТЦЕ CHAIRMAN TO THE PRESIDENT AND A COMMITTEE OF MEMBERS OF 

THE SWISS FEDERAL 00ÜNCIL 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the President and the committee of members of the 

S-vviss Federal Council on their arrival at the meeting of the Executive Board# 

He expressed the appreciation of the Board and the Organization for all that the 

Swiss. Government had done in facilitating the installation of the Organization in 

Geneva, He felt that when the decision had been taken to make Geneva the Head-

quarters of Ш 0 this had not been accidental but had partly been based on the fact 

that there was a great deal in common ЬеЧтлгееп the ideals of the Organization and 

those of Switzerland, which had done so much for hwnanity in the past 25 years• 

He hoped that WHO would soon be permanently installed in Geneva and he thanked the 

President for the generous financial offer wMch had been made by his Government, 

4 . REPORT OF THE EXPERT COMMITTEE ON ENVIx40№3NTAL SANITATTOIi，FIRST SESSION, 

12-17 SEPTEMBER 1949; Item 35 of the Agenda. (Document E35/18) (Continuation) 

Dr» de Paula SOUZA expressed his appreciation cf the report. He was 

particularly interested in section 3 . 2 , on the training of professional personnel. 

This was a subject of the utmost importance, since it was only in recent years 

that i t had been realized that environmental sanitation was only of use when, it was 

carried out under the close collaboration of the sanitary engineer and the medical 

profession。 In his own country, an institute had recently given courses on bio-

logy and bacteriology to trained sanitary engineers with the result that those 

engineers now had a far clearer appreciation of the problems of environmental 

sanitation from the medical point of view. He was glad that the report stressed 

the importance of this type cf training and of close collaboration between doctors 

and sanitary engineers. 



Dr. STAMPAR praised the report but felt that the composition of the expert 

committee might have been more evenly divided between public-health medical 

administrators and sanitary engineers. He thought that the subject of profes-

sional training was most important and that the Organization should establish 

Chairs and training courses in environmental sanitation. It might even be 

advisable to establish undergraduate training in many countries. In his own 

country, undergraduate training in sanitary engineering was given in public-health 

schools. In addition, he felt that more attention should be paid to rural 

hygiene since the problems in this field were considerably different from those of 

urban hygiene. He agreed with previous speakers that collaboration between sani-

tary engineers and the medical profession was a prerequisite of satisfactory 

environmental sanitation. 
• ... » 

Dr. MILLER, Assistant Director, Division of Organization of Public Health 

Services, in reply to Dr. van den Berg, said that it was envisaged that a 

regional advisory committee on environmental sanitation would be set up. to•advise 

regional offices. It was not intended that WHO would set up expert committees on 

a regional basis . . 

With reference to a point raised by Dr. Stampar, he pointed out that two of 

the members of the expert committee were doctors and four of them public-health 

engineers. I t was anticipated that the committee would be extended, at its next 

meeting, to include a wider representation, in the field of environmental sanitation. 

Mr. HANSON, adviser to Dr. Hyde, said that knowledge in regard to sanitation 

was far ahead of its practical application - for instance, threequarters of the 

world « s population was estimated to be drinking unsafe water, >.nd ttiis subject 

merited further analysis, because of its important contribution to health and 

economic development. 



Environmental sanitation should be pressed vigorously as a priority programme 

of WHO. There was probably some confusion between the statements in paragraphs 

3 .4 (page 20) and. 3 .6 (page 21) , owing to the stress laid in the fermer paragraph 

concerning the joint participation of ILO, while paragraph 3-.6 was broader in 

scope and not limited strictly to industrial accidents. In his opinion, greater 

attention should be paid to home accidents, an important cause of death in many 

countriesj and a matter which might appropriately be undertaken by health 

departments. 

. He endorsed Dr. Stair-par's comments about the need for greater attention 

to be paid to sanitation in rural areas. 

The DIRÜCT0R-GENERAL explained that the reference of the two paragraphs in the 

report tc the joint committee did not mean that WHO would lose all interest in the 

matter. • It might well be that the. whole problem oí. accident prevention would be 

referred back to Ш 0 with a view to advisers being provided to collaborate with 

ILO. It was necessary for the Organization to review all its activities tc 

ascertain what responsibilities in the field of health could be assumed by other 

bodies ; he v;as sure that the co-operation of public-health officials could be 

relied upon to back up that' attitude. 

Dr. MACKENZIE, while not wishing to criticize the report in any way, believed 

that the engineering side was out of balance, and he was not convinced that all 

the recomnendations were applicable to the backward areas of the world. 

He. made two specific points: (1) The question cf the development of 

procedure for the engineering certification of seaports and airports overlapped 

with the Work already undertaken by the Expert Committee on International 

Epidemiology and Quarantine. For that reason he wondered what action 

the Director-General thought could be usefully taken on the report; 



(2) Abundant data were available in regard to the enormous number of lives lost, 

particularly in homes and farms. While there was no need to set up an expert 

committee on the subject^ it was essential to bring the facts to the notice of 

governments. He would later submit a paper on the question for presentation to the 

Health Assembly; the problem was greater than -was ordinarily realized. He asked 

the Director-General to suggest what useful action could be taken on the report of 

the Expert Committee, 

The CHAIRMAN was of the opinion that the report of the Expert Committee on 

Environmental Sanitation should be dealt with in the same way as that of the Expert 

Committee on Malaria discussed on the previous day. The Board should note the 

recommendations and submit the report to the Health Assembly together with a 

resolution and a memorandum on the points stressed by the Executive Board» The 

draft resolution might be amended to read: 
* 

"The Executive Board notes the report of the Expert'Committee on 

Environmental Sanitation and authorizes its publication• 

"It invites the Director-General to (1) refer the question of 

occupational hygiene and reduction of accidents to the Joint ILO/WHO Expert 

Committee on Occupational Hygiene and (2) draw the attention of Member States 

to certain of the specific points mentioned in the memorandum attached 

thereto" „ 

Dr。GEAR said that under the Constitution, the Board had considerable 

responsibility in deciding the .procedure to be adopted in regard to the reports of 

expert committees, and their integration into the llfflO programme# Consideration 

would have to be given to the methods of constitution of expert committees,, their 

terns of referenceд composition and so forth* 

The CHAIRMAN said that the basic problem referred to by Dr. Gear would be the 

subject of a special item on the agenda and separately discussed. 

The meeting adjourned at 11.35 a.m. to enable the Executive Board to meet the 

President and committee of members of the Swiss Federal Council, resuming at 

12 noon. ： 



Dr. GEAR suggested the following points for inclusion in the memorandum to be 

submitted by the Executive Board, certain of which had already been raised by-

previous speakers: 

¥ 

Page 6， paragraph 1.5 - The Board should endorse the enumeration of the five 

special conramnities to be specially considered in connexion with problems of 

sanitation. He regretted that the expert committee had not urged the 

importance of research being undertaken in the last three groups mentioned, 

viz. (a) scattered rural communities (b) specialized industrial communities 

and (c) new colonies, as of migration, refugees and labour' forces. 

Page 1, paragraph 1 .8 - Public health administrations required more guidance 

�� . . * 

in ensuring the safe use of sewage for agricultural purposes. The. Board 

should note the important principle of local responsibility emphasized by the 

expert committee. 

P a g e 1 0 - The wording at the beginning of the page was not a happy effort, in 

particular, the sentence "by the creation of FAO and UNESCO, the United 

Nations has taken such steps as it can to ensure that ill results do not 

follow from sanitation work", 

Page 11д second paragraph 一 The exact meaning of the words "public health 

engineer" was not clear and therefore the last sentence in the paragraph 

referring to the need of a sanitary engineer to plead with bacteriologists 

and epidemiologists might lead to some controversy. 

Page llj third paragraph - The sentence "in the absence of a strong 

professional' sanitary engineering unit" was 'not applicable to all countries. 

Page I 、 last paragraph -The sentence "where funds and resources are limited, 

the public health engineering organization can indicate priorities" was not 

altogether satisfactory since in many countries public health authorities were 



responsible for indicating priorities. 

Pages 12 and 13 mi^it give rise to misunderstanding in some countries where 

the greatest need was for auxiliaiy workers rather than for highly-trained 

specialists. • 

Page 17j first paragraph - The report might give the impression that the 

international certification of seaports and airports was a simple problem, 

whereas it was connected with the obstruction of international trade and 

travel and other factors, 
减 • 

Page 17j 3t3^2 二 The statement about the sanitation cf common carriers was not 

applicable to all countries. 

Page 23 - The penultimate paragraph was a serious statement which required 

painstaking study. The comments of the Board should cover the political and 
• * . . - . . . . . • . 

other implications of the suggestion that responsibility for environmental 

sanitation should be borne primarily by industry and shared, i f necessary, by 

the government. ‘ . . , 

The Board should draw attention to the fact that economic and 

industrial problems were linked with the suggestion in the last sentence that 

!,WH0 can help to procure supplies of materials, equipment, or capital goods, 
• • , • 

and help to establish factories for the production of essential materials such 
/ ‘ 

as pipe, cement, pumps, chlorine, disinfection apparatus". 

Page 24s penultimate paragraph 一 It was open to question whether WHO could eo, 
¥ 

operate in the compilation of the financial procedures referred to. 

Page 33i first paragraph 翔 The general principles governing the constitution 

of ещ>егЬ committees should be borne in mind in connexion with the suggestion 

that a panel of corresponding members for environmental sanitation Should be 
¥ 

set up. 



The CHAIRMAN remarked, that the Executive Board could obviously not take 

the responsibility of endorsing all the recommendations contained in the report. 

He suggested that the Secretariat should prepare a memorandum containing all x,he 

salient points raised as a basis for the expression of the corporate views of 

the Executive Board. 

Decisions The draft resolution, as amended by the Chairman? -was adopted, 

on "We~raiderstanding that the Secretariat would prepare a draft mejnorandum . 

to be considered by the Executive Board at a later stage in its proceedings. 

4 . REPORT OF THE MEETING OF THE YELLOW-FEVER PANEL, L--6 DECEMBER 1949； 

Item 38u2ol of the Agenda. (Document EB5/70) 

Dr。 RAE said that the report was one of the most practical and realistic 

documents he had ever read, It showed clearly the present situation of the campaign 

against yellow fever. People in many parts of the world were effectively protected 

against yellow fever but the report was perfectly correct in stressing tiae differ-

ences between protection in South America and in Africa. There was no danger of the 

disease being exported from South America but formerly one of the signs of ’an epidemic 

of yellow fever in Africa had been the contracting of the disease by an expatriate. 

Such persons were now protected and the fever often occurred in a mild frrm 

unrecognii'sd. in Africa, In particular, in recent tests, it had been shown that in 

a town Yhich had had no outbreaks of fever for 25 years, children, "under the age 

of ei#it were proved to have had a mild form, of the fever. The report stated 

rightly thatл if application was made for removing a town from the list of endemic 

areas, the Aedes index must be reduced to 1% or less. A very important part of the 

control of yellow fever in Africa was the delineation of endemic areas. The 

northern boundary was easily defined but there were great difficulties in determining 

the southern boundary. This was particularly the case nowadays since； as a result 

of the modern scratch—vaccination of large numbers of people^ it was difficult to 



determine Aether immunity was genuine or the result of vaccination. He was glad 

to note that the validity of the international certificate of inoculation had 

now been prolonged to six years. He hoped that in view of the effective protection 

viiich could now be afforded there would not be a tendency to minimise the 

seriousness of the disease. 

Dr. STUART (Secretariat) said that the OIHP was prepared to offer 8 ,000,000 

Fr.Fr. to assist research in the delineation of the southern boundary of endemic 

areas. 

Dr. GEAR agreed with the remarks of Dr. Rae, but ielt that the barrier 

method of quarantine control as quoted in section 2 . 3 . 1 of the report, and in 

particular the obligation to carry valid medical certificates, presented serious 

disadvantages in view of the possible embarrassment to trade and travel,. 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that this point could be raised again under 

'item 3 8 . 1 of the Agenda. 

Dr. HIDE asked for an opportunity under item IS of the agenda to disuuss 

the entire question of setting up expert committees. His request was agreed to. 

Dr. VAUCEb, adviser to Professor Parisot, expressed great satisfaction mth 

the report. He pointed out that yellow fever could no longer be called the scourge 

of the tropics since it was the best controlled of all tropical diseases. An 

outbreak of fever outside its endemic zone could easily be controlled and there 

were very few cases even in the endemic zones. It mi^it on these grounds be 

possible to relax those protective measures which were barriers to international 

traffic. He stressed the great need for vaccination in endemic regions and said 

that in French overseas territories over 20 million people had been vaccinated 

already é 
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Dr. de Paula SOIJZA thought that the yellow fever panel should be 

particularly congratulated on its differentiation between the four types of 

fever zones. This would be of great assistance in the delineation of fever 

areas and would permit the introduction of less restrictive quarantine measures.-

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the resolution in document EB5/70 should be 

adopts^ on the understanding that Dr, Gear and Dr。取de would raise certain 

relevant points under other items of the Agenda. This was agreed. 

6 . APPOINTMENT OF ACTING RAPPORTEUR 

The CHAIRMAN requested D r . Villarama to act as Rapporteur in view of the 

absence of Dr. Na::if Bey. 

The meeting rose at 1»20 p«m0 


